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"When wild and mage together come, one in six or six in one, Empires rise or empires fall, the unborn child
begins it all."

It began with the prophecy made by the Imperial Soothsayer, a prophecy that had Emperor Leopald's army
bent on conquering the small kingdom of Aydori. For Aydori was ruled by the Hunt Pack--shape changers
who took the form of wolves-- and the Mage-pack--masters of the six disciplines: air, fire, water, earth,
metals, healing.

With its allies defeated, nothing stood between Aydori and the invading Imperials but its own troops, led by
the Hunt Pack and aided by magecraft. What no one could have anticipated were the emperor's new
weapons--from hot air balloons, to highly destructive long-range rockets, to guns loaded with the silver
bullets so deadly to the Pack.

Even as his troops wreaked havoc on a broad front, the emperor sent a small group deep into Aydori territory
to capture the six pregnant mages of the prophecy, using ancient magical devices that could nullify their
powers, leaving them helpless prisoners. It should have been a foolproof scheme. Captain Sean Reiter and
his squad of Imperial soldiers easily captured five women of the Mage-pack, including the wife of the Pack
Leader. Yet the prophecy said they needed six mages.

So, while the majority of the squad headed back to the capital with their prize, Captain Reiter and a smaller
group continued their search. And they came across Mirian Maylin.

A student at the mages' univeristy, Mirian had scored incredibly high in the testing, but all she had
accomplished after a year of studying was to qualify at the first level in five of the six disciplines when she
should have been achieving mastery in one. She was told not to return for further schooling. So when she
witnessed the enemy capturing five women of the Mage-pack, Mirian had no choice but to head for the
battlefront to report the kidnapping to the Pack Leader.

On the way, she fell prisoner to Reiter and his men. And it was only thanks to the intervention of the Pack
Leader's younger brother, Tomas Hagen, that Mirian escaped. Tomas brought devastating news--news that
sent the two of them on a desperate race to rescue the captured mages before they reached the capital.

But even as they pursued the squad, they were being pursued by Captain Reiter. While Mirian and Tomas
journeyed through progressively more hostile lands, she worked relentlessly to improve her mage-craft and
achieve control over her spells, leaving an all-too-obvious trail of incidents that could not be ignored.

The Mage-pack captives themselves were doing everything they could to escape before the emperor could
implement his horrible plans for them and their unborn childrend, but time was running out. And even if
Mirian and Tomas reached the capital before it was too late, what chance did they have against an ancient
maic, the latest scientific advances, and a mad emperor's entire army?
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From reader reviews:

Cortney Roller:

What do you consider book? It is just for students because they are still students or the item for all people in
the world, the particular best subject for that? Only you can be answered for that issue above. Every person
has distinct personality and hobby for each and every other. Don't to be pressured someone or something that
they don't would like do that. You must know how great and also important the book The Silvered. All type
of book is it possible to see on many options. You can look for the internet resources or other social media.

Wendy Miller:

What do you with regards to book? It is not important with you? Or just adding material when you need
something to explain what the ones you have problem? How about your free time? Or are you busy man or
woman? If you don't have spare time to complete others business, it is gives you the sense of being bored
faster. And you have extra time? What did you do? All people has many questions above. They have to
answer that question because just their can do that. It said that about guide. Book is familiar on every person.
Yes, it is suitable. Because start from on jardín de infancia until university need this The Silvered to read.

Kim Romero:

In this period globalization it is important to someone to find information. The information will make anyone
to understand the condition of the world. The healthiness of the world makes the information easier to share.
You can find a lot of referrals to get information example: internet, newspapers, book, and soon. You can
view that now, a lot of publisher which print many kinds of book. Often the book that recommended for you
is The Silvered this reserve consist a lot of the information of the condition of this world now. This particular
book was represented how do the world has grown up. The words styles that writer value to explain it is easy
to understand. The actual writer made some analysis when he makes this book. Honestly, that is why this
book suitable all of you.

Lee Wing:

That guide can make you to feel relax. This kind of book The Silvered was colorful and of course has
pictures on the website. As we know that book The Silvered has many kinds or category. Start from kids
until youngsters. For example Naruto or Investigator Conan you can read and believe you are the character
on there. Therefore not at all of book are make you bored, any it can make you feel happy, fun and rest. Try
to choose the best book for you personally and try to like reading which.
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